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GLOBE is a Charter School
GLOBE holds its own charter, which allows us to make decisions that best 

support both our academics and operations 

Select factors to consider: 

● Geography: What is happening with local disease transmission?

● Academics: How can we best execute our dual language immersion academic 

model? 

● Resources: Do we have the funds needed to execute operational changes?



Ongoing Engagement 
This has been an evolving discussion including GLOBE administration and the 

board that has engaged board, staff, and parents since the spring: 

● GLOBE administration began this process in May 2020

● Surveys of both staff & parents

● Board discussion May, June, July

● Committee engagement:

○ 9/22, 9/29, 10/6, 10/13, 10/20



Committee's Charge  
When is the earliest that GLOBE should consider re-opening?

● November vs. January 

How should we reopen? 

● Should we reopen all at once vs. gradual/staggered?
○ If staggered, how to implement? (grades, campus, etc.)

● What mitigation strategies need to be in place to reopen?
○ Health
○ Operations 
○ Facility



Considerations and Data



Major Factors & Considerations 

● Local COVID transmission and prevention measures

● Current public health guidance (CDC, GA, Dekalb)

● Results from staff & parent surveys

● What other schools are doing, including best & common practices

● Impact on GLOBE education experience & DLI model

● Impact on GLOBE operations

● Calendar



Public Health Data and Information 

Georgia Department of Public Health
https://dph.georgia.gov/covid-19-daily-status-report

CDC Guidance for School Reopening
● https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/in

dicators.html
● https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/community/schools-c

hildcare/indicators-thresholds-table.pdf

Impact of Flu Season

● Timing (Nov-Feb?); symptom presentation confusion; impact on healthcare 
resources





Key Takeaways from Staff Survey
● Vast majority of staff prefer to remain virtual for the Fall semester

○ 81% of staff indicated virtual instruction as their first preference
○ Roughly 32% of staff indicated virtual as BOTH first and second preference 

● No major differences for Upper vs. Lower Campus 
○ Upper campus staff have *slightly* higher preference to return in person, 

whether hybrid or full-time in person

● Race and Ethnicity
○ No clear indication of differences - small numbers make difficult to interpret 

● Instructional model for eventual return
○ Teachers cannot teach twice to keep up with the effectiveness of our 

instructional model



TEACHERS: Please indicate your FIRST preference for the 
learning scenario that best meets the needs of your family 
for the 2nd half of Fall semester (Nov. 2nd - Dec. 18th)

KEY POINTS

Roughly 4 in 5 teachers 

wish to remain virtual 

for the remainder of 

the Fall semester



Key Takeaways from Parent Survey

● Majority of parents prefer to return in some form (5 day or hybrid), but 
differences by child grade level and parent race/ethnicity 

● Grade level differences
○ Families with younger students more likely to indicate a preference for a 

return to 5 days in-person than those with older students

○ Families with older students more likely to indicate a preference for hybrid 

● Returning
○ Majority would return in-person for hybrid, small majority for full-time. 

However, a significant number of parents would choose to remain virtual 

○ White parents were more likely to indicate comfort with returning compared 
to other race/ethnicity groups 



PARENTS: Please indicate your FIRST preference for the 
learning scenario that best meets the needs of your family 
for the 2nd half of Fall semester (Nov. 2nd - Dec. 18th)

KEY POINTS

Little difference in preference 

for virtual by grade level (~43% 

of families wish to remain 

virtual)

Majority of parents would 

prefer to be back in some form 

(5 days or hybrid)

Families with younger children 

more likely to select to return 5 

days/week

Families with older children 

more likely to select hybrid



PARENTS: Please indicate your FIRST preference for the 
learning scenario that best meets the needs of your family 
for the 2nd half of Fall semester (Nov. 2nd - Dec. 18th)

KEY POINTS

Majority of White and Latino 

families desire to return in 

person or hybrid

Majority of Black families 

and families of all other 

races desire to remain virtual 



What is Happening Around Us

APS

Cobb Co. 

Gwinnett

Fulton County

City of Decatur Schools

Museum and Tapestry Charter Schools

Private Schools





Impact on GLOBE Education 
Experience, Operations & Calendar
● Adjustment time for children (~2 weeks)

● Disruption to academic experience

● Staffing 
○ Language teachers are limited & staffing gaps if staff fall ill

● Starting in November, total education time once breaks are considered = 
6 weeks

● Thanksgiving gatherings increase COVID transmission risk



KEY FINDINGS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS



Key Findings
● Although COVID cases in DeKalb declined, they are on the rise again 

● CDC estimates provide a guide for action to take essential prevention 
strategies to facilitate a safe return to in-person instruction
○ Mitigation actions can be implemented at GLOBE
○ Assessment underway to determine policy, operational, and funding details 

for these actions 

● Continuity of education
○ A November return would be disrupted by both Thanksgiving and Winter 

Breaks
○ Given the need for at least 2 weeks for staff and students to transition to a 

new routine, it does not seem worthwhile to begin to go back for such a 
limited time, particularly given the anticipated rise in cases over the 
holidays



Key Findings

Looking at schools around us, CDC, Department of Health, and our 
community surveys we concluded that additional preparations are 
needed to ensure that our school is ready for staff and students to 
return safely.

In the coming weeks and months, will continue to review and analyze 
the data from both the Georgia Department of Public Health and the 
CDC to inform plans for returning to in-person instruction in January.



Committee’s Recommendation 

Pending favorable pandemic conditions, and the capacity to ensure a safe 
return for staff and students, we propose to continue with virtual 

instruction until the end of the Fall semester, and transition to a hybrid 
method of instruction throughout January.

Families who wish to continue with remote instruction for the remainder of the 
academic year will have the opportunity to do so.



Recommendation:
Additional Details
Based on all the information and discussions of the reopening committee, 
we recommend the following:

● As January approaches, we will evaluate the pandemic conditions and ensure 
that we have the capacity* to have staff and students return safely.

● We are not proposing a return to 5-day instruction in January; rather, we 
recommend that GLOBE employ a hybrid approach, which may differ for 
elementary vs. middle school. Starting dates may be staggered by grade-level 
and/or campus. 

● The committee will continue to meet regularly and will evaluate the most 
up-to-date data on local transmission to inform a safe return.

*Discussion about the essential mitigation strategies that the committee has discussed, and will continue to explore will be addressed in the next section



NEXT STEPS



What We Know for Sure
● We need to prepare ourselves for the reality that things will not look and feel like how 

they did pre-COVID 

● Decision to return to campus will require community assessment again in January. If 
it’s a go:
○ The return to campus will not begin with all students attending in-person 5 days a 

week; may be a staggered start
○ Need to consider class sizes, room capacity, HVAC improvements, staffing ratios
○ Regardless of in-person plan, we will have a virtual option for some families
○ Student experiences will vary based on factors above; will not be the same across 

the board but we are dedicated to optimizing both scenarios 

● An all-virtual curriculum will remain in place for the remainder of the academic year for 
those that require it, regardless of what in-person options we offer. 



Mitigation Actions 
● GLOBE will implement a range of safety measures to reduce the risk of 

transmission - some examples include:
○ All staff and students will be required to wear masks on campus
○ Temperature checks
○ Physical distancing 
○ HVAC modifications
○ Health and safety communication
○ Updated visitor policies 

● Granular planning is required & committee workgroups have formed to address 
the following areas:
○ Policies and procedures (including gatherings, visitors, and events)
○ Facilities
○ Instructional models and choices
○ Communications
○ Finance and budgeting 



What Information is Forthcoming 
● Exact date of return to in-person instruction

● Information about the number of in-person spots available and how 
these will be allocated

● Pandemic and operational factors that would prevent us from returning

● Detailed information about mitigation strategies 

● Details about the hybrid model
○ What it will look like
○ Potential for differences by grade-level



Tentative Communication Timeline
Updates in the Weekly Newsletter (COVID Corner)

Please submit your questions!

November
New surveys for staff & parents 

December
Reopening handbook information for Staff
Reopening handbook information for Parents
Parents decision for instruction for their child(ren)
Staff decision for instruction

January
Welcome back and reentry reminders



Committee's Charge  

When is the earliest that GLOBE should consider re-opening?

GLOBE plans to return in January PENDING disease progression

How should we reopen? 

Given all of the factors presented, the committee will continue to map 
out how we will reopen with operational, academic, and facility actions


